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People and Masks  
Indian photographer Gauri Gill shows her work at the Schirn in Frankfurt 

Tiny figures scurry around busily. They cultivate their small fields or work on their huts. But on the horizon, 
the contrast to this rural life appears with narrow skyscrapers, smoking chimneys and a passing train. 
Walking through the middle of these two worlds is Rajesh Vangad, the artist who drew all this in ink. Vangad 
belongs to the indigenous Warli community, who live in the Indian state of Maharashtra. The large drawing 
shows the everyday life of the Warli, but also the environmental destruction and the threat to their livelihoods. 

But why is Vangad walking around on the sheet? Quite simply, his Indian colleague Gauri Gill photographed 
him when he showed her his home. Later, he covered the photo with his scenes like a spider's web. A 
cooperation that is typical of Gauri Gill, as her first major survey show in Germany shows, which the Schirn 
Kunsthalle has secured. Certainly, Gill is no longer a stranger since her participation in Kassel's Documenta 
14 five years ago.

Frankfurt brings together nearly a dozen of her series as 240 photographs taken since 1999, when Gill left 
her job as a reporter. Since then, she has traveled through her homeland to show the people and their living 
environment. 

They are quiet, unexcited shots, quite different from the first room of Vangad's swarming object pictures. 
Above all, 52-year-old Gill wants to overcome the distance between the photographer and the photographed. 
So she often offers workshops for girls and young women, where they can photograph each other. 

But on the first occasion in 2003, the girls still seem shy and stiff, doubtful and awkward. A little later, in 2010, 
the next generation looks much more unselfconsciously into the camera. This may also be due to the fact 
that Gill now photographs everything in colour. However, she prefers black and white to avoid the exotic look 
of the coloured dresses. 

Gill made only one exception in the series "The Americans," made between 2002 and 2007, about her 
compatriots who hope for a better life in the United States. Gauri Gill traveled the country in search of the 
Indian diaspora, which she tracked down through referrals everywhere.

Social advancement seems important to all, whether the couples are working as room cleaners or IT 
specialists. The garish colour photos fit the life between affluence and consumption. 

Gill's best-known and largest series, "Notes from the Desert," which she has been working on since 1999, is 
completely different, strictly in black and white. These pictures were taken in the barren state of Rajasthan, 
some 500 kilometres from New Delhi, where Gauri Gill lives. She has been traveling to Rajasthan for more 
than 20 years and has built up friendships, especially with women and girls. 

The result is a sensitive portrait of India, marked by a life of privation in the desert and constantly struggling 
with adversity. Gill photographs rather casually, the portraits alternate between "showing and hiding," says 
curator Esther Schlicht. The people are often seen from behind, sometimes only as silhouettes or with their 
faces covered. 

Showing and hiding is also the theme of the series of masks, which were originally worn during rites in 
Maharashtra. But Gill asked the indigenous groups to use these masks for them in everyday life as well. So 
not only stylised human faces look at us, but also heads with donkey and deer, radio and TV masks. 
Meanwhile, two beetle-people are chopping vegetables for lunch. 



The show ends with huge photos of plain graves in the desert, marked only with stones or an old cup. In the 
middle of the room is a display case with small photos of the birth of a child that promptly lands in the sand. 
Gauri Gill is a great photographer with an unerring sense for the dramaturgy between life and death.


